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Womens Spring 22

DROP 1

CROSSIN LEATHER BLAZER CHOCOLATE

CROSSIN MINI SKIRT CHOCOLATE

CROSSIN BUSTIER TOP CHOCOLATE

CROSSIN LEATHER TROUSER CHOCOLATE

Style #: 5000007258
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% leather
Description: Tailored, single breasted blazer with a relaxed
silhouette and panel detailing. Fully lined with low profile
shoulder pads. Front welt pocket with pocket flaps. Made from a
premium 100% lamb leather with smooth and soft hand feel.
Features Ksubi T-box embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Colour to
match CROSSIN LEATHER TROUSER

Style #: 5000007261
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% leather
Description: Slim fitted mini skirt sits at high-waist, with angles
side pockets and back patch pockets. Made from a premium
lamb leather with smooth and soft hand feel. Features Ksubi Tbox embroidery and anti silver hardware.

Style #: 5000007259
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% leather
Description: Body hugging fit, strapless top with side seam
boning for support and concealed back zip closure. Made from a
premium 100% lamb leather with smooth and soft hand feel.
Features Ksubi T-box embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Colour to
match CROSSIN LEATHER TROUSER

Style #: 5000007260
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% leather
Description: Mid rise, straight leg trouser with pockets in the
side seam and back welt pockets. Made from a premium 100%
lamb leather with smooth and soft hand feel. Features Ksubi Tbox embroidery.
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RESTRICT CORSET TOP ECRU

KALI SHORT MUSE

NINE O MUSE SLASH

VOYAGER WOOL SHACKET MALLOW

Style #: 5000007358
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 67% lyocell 33% cotton
Description: Body skimming short sleeve fashion tee with a
slightly cropped length. Made from a premium European
lightweight cotton jersey in ecru. Dart details on front and back
body. Featuring dyed to match flatlock stitch detailing on neck
bind armholes, sleeve openings and hem opening. Ksubi Tbox
embroidery.

Style #: 5000007285
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Mid rise waist, high thigh grazing length with raw
cut hem. Made from a premium rigid denim in a washed out blue
with heavy stone wash. Features light grinding, Ksubi T-box print
and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007286
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Slim cigarette fit, high rise and crop length with
classic five pocket detailing. Made from a premium rigid denim
in a washed out blue with heavy stone wash. Features single
thigh rip, light grinding, Ksubi T-box and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007364
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 40% wool / 60% polyester
Description: Boxy fitted shirt with long sleeve and curved hem.
It has front patch pockets, snap button closure and detachable
waist tie. Made from a premium compacted wool blend shirting.
Features Ksubi T-box Embroidery.
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POINTER MUSE SLASH

THEORY TRENCH COAT TAN

VOYAGER SHACKET PANTERA

HI N WASTED PANTERA

Style #: 5000007287
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: High wasted relaxed leg which tapers at hem with
classic five pocket styling. Made from a premium rigid denim in
a washed out blue with heavy stone wash. Features singlet thigh
rip, light grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007270
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: main 100% cotton lining 100% polyester
Description: Regular fitted trench with wide notch lapel,
concealed front placket and welt pockets. Has self removable
waist tie, angled front yokes and back yoke. CB seam with bk
vent opening. Made from a premium heavy-weight cotton drill.
Coat is partially lined only, at the front panels. Features Ksubi Tbox embroidery, branded horn buttons and sleeve tag.

Style #: 5000007302
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Oversized shirt-jacket with full length sleeves and
curved hem. It has front patch pockets, snap button closure and
detachable self waist tie. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in overdyed colour with printed pattern. Features Ksubi Tbox print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007430
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 92% cotton 6% eme 2% elastane
Description: Super skinny fit, high rise and ankle grazing length
with classic five pocket styling. Made from a premium European
power-stretch denim in overdyed colour with printed pattern.
Features Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.
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PANTHEA BODYSUIT WASHED BLACK

HI N WASTED TWILIGHT

SPRAY ON TWILIGHT

PANTERA INTARZIA JUMPER

Style #: 5000007355
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit t-shirt style bodysuit with crew neck,
short sleeve and thong base. Made from a premium European
cotton jersey with dry hand feel. Features under bust tuck detail,
back cut out and Ksubi T-box Print. Has snap closure in crotch.

Style #: 5000007292
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Super skinny fit, high rise and ankle grazing length
with classic five pocket styling. Made from a premium European
power-stretch denim in washed black with subtle whiskering and
contrast wear. Features side splits in the outer leg at hem, light
grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007291
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Mid rise, skinny fit jean, ankle grazing length with
classic pocket detailing. Made from a premium European powerstretch denim in washed black with subtle whiskering and
contrast wear. Features side splits in outer leg at hem opening,
light grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007365
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 55% nylon 16% merino wool 14%
acrylic 10% baby alpaca
Description: Boxy fitted shirt with long sleeve and curved hem.
It has front patch pockets, snap button closure and detachable
waist tie. Made from a premium compacted wool blend shirting.
Features Ksubi T-box Embroidery.
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SUPER X MINI BLACK/BONE SPLICED

PLAYBACK BLACK/BONE SPLICED

RISE N HI SHORTS TWILIGHT

PLAYBACK JEAN TWILIGHT

Style #: 5000007280
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Super high waisted mini skirt with fitted silhouette.
Made from two premium European rigid denim colours, one in
natural wash and the other in dusted black stone wash. Has
contrast tobacco topstitch. Features diagonally spliced contrast
panels, Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery. SAMPLE
NOTE: T-box will be tonal embroidery

Style #: 5000007384
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from two premium European rigid
denim, one in natural wash and the other in dusted black stone
wash. Features front and back contrast panels, Ksubi T-box
embroidery and back cross embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: T-box
will be tonal embroidery

Style #: 5000007290
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: High waisted cut off short with raw hem and side
splits. Made from a premium European rigid denim in washed
black with subtle whiskering and contrast wear. Features light
grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007293
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in washed black with subtle whiskering and contrast wear.
Features side splits in the outer leg at hem opening, light
grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.
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POINTER KOKO

PLAYBACK KOKO

CLOSE CALL OVERALLS KOKO

ARISE TANK DRESS CHOCOLATE

Style #: 5000007278
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: High wasted relaxed leg which tapers at hem with
classic five pocket styling. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in overdyed colour with heavy stone wash. Features light
grinding, Ksubi T-box and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007277
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in overdyed colour with heavy stone wash. Features light
grinding, Ksubi T-box embroidery and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007276
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Classic overall with cross shoulder strap at the
back, relaxed straight legs and full length. Has faux front fly
topstitch details and branded button closures on side seams.
Made from a premium European rigid denim in overdyed colour
with heavy stone wash. Features light grinding, Ksubi T-box
embroidery and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007312
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Figure hugging fitted dress with scoop neck,
narrow shoulder straps and mini length. Made from a premium
European cotton blend ribbing with smooth hand feel. Features
tonal cross dollar embroidery and Ksubi T-box embroidery.
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ARISE TANK CHOCOLATE

ARISE SS TEE CHOCOLATE

KOMA HALF ZIP CLASSIC ECRU

KOMA TRACK PANT ECRU

Style #: 5000007308
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Fitted tank with scoop neck and narrow shoulder
straps. Made from a premium European cotton blend ribbing with
smooth hand feel. Features tonal cross dollar embroidery and
Ksubi T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007310
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Figure hugging fitted t-shirt with crew neck and
cap sleeves. Has centre back seam with tonal flat lock cover
stitch. Made from a premium European cotton blend ribbing with
smooth hand feel. Features tonal cross dollar embroidery and
Ksubi T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007333
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relax fitted sweat with front zipper neckline on
stand collar, long sleeves and cropped body length. Made from a
brushed back, cotton fleece in ecru with an aged wash. Features
Ksubi T-box zipper puller, front embroidery, Ksubi T-box print.

Style #: 5000007336
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit track pant with straight legs, elasticated
waistband sits on mid waist. Made from a brushed back, cotton
fleece with ultra soft hand feel in ecru with an aged wash.
Features front embroidery, Ksubi T-box print and back cross
embroidery.
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KOMA HALF ZIP SWEAT DRESS ECRU

HIGH LOVERS LS TOP

BROOKLYN JEAN HIGH LOVERS BLACK

HIGH LOVERS BUSTIER TOP BLACK

Style #: 5000007335
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relax fitted dress with centre front zipper opening
on stand collar, long sleeves and mini length. Has dyed to match
rib at stand collar and sleeve cuffs. Made from a brushed back,
cotton fleece in ecru with aged wash. Features Ksubi T-box
zipper puller, front embroidery, Ksubi T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007318
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 67% lyocell 33% cotton
Description: Body skimming fit top with crew neck and long
sleeve with thumb hole cut out. Made from a premium lightweight cotton jersey with smooth hand feel. Features front print
and Ksubi T-box print.

Style #: 5000007315
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% bci cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in a dusted black with stone wash. Features front print,
Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007316
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% bci cotton
Description: Body hugging fit, strapless top with side seam
boning for support and concealed back zip closure. Made from a
premium European rigid denim in a dusted black with stone
wash. Features front print, Ksubi T-box print and back cross
embroidery.
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HIGH LOVERS MINI SS TEE WHITE

SOTT TRACK PANT CHARCOAL

SOTT ZIP THROUGH HOODIE CHARCOAL

TALKBACK TANK CHARCOAL

Style #: 5000007317
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Shrunken boxy t-shirt fit with crew neck and cap
sleeves. Has matching rib bind finish on the neck. Made from a
premium cotton jersey with aged washed. Features printed
artwork on the front and Ksubi T-box print. SAMPLE NOTE: Tbox print will be tonal

Style #: 5000007398
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit track pant, mid rise with elasticated
waistband and inside adjustable drawcord. Made from a
premium cotton loopback fleece in overdyed colour with aged
wash. Features 3D outline embroidery on leg over side seam
and Ksubi branding. SAMPLE NOTE: Drawcords to match main
fabric.

Style #: 5000007397
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit hoodie with front zip closure, cropped
length, drawstring through hood and front welt pockets. Made in a
premium cotton loopback fleece in overdyed colour with aged
wash. Features 3D embroidery across front and Ksubi T-box
embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Drawcords to match main fabric.
T-box will match to front embroidery colour

Style #: 5000007342
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Shrunken fit tank with crew neck and raw cut
armholes. Made from a premium European cotton jersey in
overdyed colour and aged wash. Features screen printed artwork
on the front with Ksubi embroidery below and Ksubi T-box
printed on the back.
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TALKBACK OG SS TEE CHARCOAL

PURE LOVE LS MINI TEE WHITE MULTI

BROOKLYN JEAN PURE LOVE B&W

OVERSIZED JACKET WRECKONING

Style #: 5000007343
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Boyfriend t-shirt fit with crew neck, short sleeve
and rat tail detail. Made from a premium cotton jersey in
overdyed colour with aged washed. Features screen printed
artwork on the front, Ksubi embroidery below and Ksubi T-box
print.

Style #: 5000007374
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Shrunken t-shirt fit with crew neck and long
sleeves. Made in a premium cotton jersey in white with all-over
print and age wash. Features Ksubi T-box print. SAMPLE NOTE:
T-box will be tonal embroidery

Style #: 5000007297
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in white with printed pattern. Features Ksubi T-box
embroidery and back cross embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: T-box
will be white embroidery

Style #: 5000007383
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Oversized fit trucker jacket with button closure,
dropped shoulders, front panel detail and pockets. Made from a
premium rigid denim in black wash with abstract bleached out
effect. Features sporadic grinding, Ksubi T-box embroidery, back
cross embroidery and anti silver hardware. Due to the unique
wash effect each garment may slightly vary in bulk.
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SUPER X MINI WRECKONING

BALANCED BOWLING KNIT BLACK/WHITE

HEX KEYHOLE KNIT DRESS BLACK

POINTER WRECKONING

Style #: 5000007447
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Super high waisted mini skirt with a fitted
silhouette. Made from a premium rigid denim in black wash with
abstract bleached out effect. Features light grinding, Ksubi T-box
embroidery and back cross embroidery. Due to the unique wash
effect each garment may slightly vary in bulk.

Style #: 5000007359
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 65% polyester 35% nylon
Description: Fully fashioned boxy crop top in ribbed knit. Fully
fashioned knitted collar. Made from a premium yarn with dry
hand feel. Features double open ended zipper with Ksubi T-box
pullers, contrast panels and Ksubi t-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007332
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 95% cotton 5% cashmere
Description: Sleeveless mini dress in body skimming fit. Made
from a premium cashmere blend yarn with soft hand feel.
Features unique across body keyhole detail with branded buttons
and T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007288
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: High wasted relaxed leg which tapers at hem with
classic five pocket styling. Made from a premium rigid denim in
a black wash with abstract bleached out effect. Features light
grinding, Ksubi T-box embroidery and back cross embroidery.
Due to the unique wash effect each garment may slightly vary in
bulk.
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PLAYBACK WRECKONING

KLASSIC CREW WRECKONING

SLOUCH HOODIE WRECKONING

RISE N HI EXPOSED RECALL

Style #: 5000007289
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium rigid denim in black
wash with abstract bleached out effect. Features light grinding,
Ksubi T-box embroidery and back cross embroidery. Due to the
unique wash effect each garment may slightly vary in bulk.

Style #: 5000007400
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit sweater with dropped shoulder, long
sleeves and rib details. Made from a premium brushed back
cotton fleece in black with abstract bleached out effect. Features
Ksubi T-box embroidery. Due to the unique wash effect each
garment may slightly vary in bulk. SAMPLE NOTE: T-box will
be embroidered.

Style #: 5000007399
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Oversized slouchy fit hoodie with dropped
shoulder boxy body fit, long sleeve and front pouch patch. Made
from a premium brushed back cotton fleece in black with
abstract bleached out effect. Features Ksubi T-box embroidery.
Due to the unique wash effect each garment may slightly vary in
bulk. SAMPLE NOTE: T-box to be embroidered. Sleeves will be
shortened to OG length

Style #: 5000007275
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: High waisted cut off short with raw hem and side
splits. Made from a premium European rigid denim in dark
indigo with stone wash, caramel topstitch and contrast wear.
Features front hem decon, cheeky back pocket decon & light
grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.
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BROOKLYN JEAN CUFFED RECALL

GRAUDATE MIDI SKIRT RECALL

CLOSE CALL OVERALLS CUFFED RECALL

3 X 4 MINI TREE KOKO

Style #: 5000007274
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in dark indigo with stone wash, with caramel topstitch and
contrast wear. Features deep turn back cuff hem, light grinding,
Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007387
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Mid-rise skirt with classic five pocket styling,
exaggerated back split and midi length. Made from a premium
European rigid denim in dark indigo with stone wash, caramel
topstitch and contrast wear. Features light grinding, Ksubi T-box
print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007272
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Classic overall with cross shoulder strap at the
back, relaxed straight legs and full length. Has faux fly front
topstitch details and branded button closures on side seam. Made
from a premium European rigid denim in dark indigo with stone
wash and contrast caramel topstitch. Features deep turn back
cuff hem, light grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross
embroidery.

Style #: 5000007377
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Fitted mini tee with crew neck and cap sleeve.
Made in a premium 100% cotton jersey with dry hand feel and
aged wash. Featuring cross dollar embroidery in tonal colour and
Ksubi branding. SAMPLE NOTE: Colour will be as per all other 3
x 4 Koko styles. T-box print will be tonal
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3 X 4 KLASSIC CREW KOKO

3 X 4 OH G HOODIE KOKO

3 X 4 TRAX KOKO

3 X 4 TRAX SHORTS KOKO

Style #: 5000007376
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit sweater with dropped shoulder, long
sleeves and rib details. Made in a premium 100% loopback
cotton fleece with aged wash. Features cross dollar embroidery
in tonal colour and Ksubi branding. SAMPLE NOTE: T-box print
will be tonal

Style #: 5000007378
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Boyfriend fit hoodie, oversized fit with dropped
shoulder and long sleeve. Featuring signature rats tail,
drawcords with metal cord ends and a front pouch pocket. Made
from a premium cotton loopback fleece in overdyed colour with
aged wash. Features cross dollar embroidery in tonal colour and
Ksubi branding. SAMPLE NOTE: T-box print will be tonal

Style #: 5000007379
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit, mid rise with elasticated waistband
and cuffs at ankle. Made in a premium 100% cotton fleece in grey
marl. Features cross dollar embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi
branding. SAMPLE NOTE: T-box print will be tonal

Style #: 5000007380
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit short, mid rise with elasticated
waistband and inside adjustable drawcord. Made in a premium
100% cotton fleece in grey marl. Features cross dollar
embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding. SAMPLE NOTE:
T-box print will be tonal
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DROP 2

QUEEN VARSITY PATCHES JACKET GREEN
MULTI
Style #: 5000007269
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 70% wool 30% viscose
Description: Oversized bomber jacket with fully lined interior.
The body is made from a premium wool blend with contrast
leather sleeves. It features front patch, branded rubber snap
buttons and Ksubi T-box embroidery & back cross embroidery.
SAMPLE NOTE: Shoulder seam is too far forward, will be sitting
at regular shoulder seam position
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KOMMUNITY VEST BLACK

QUEEN VARSITY NYLON JACKET BLACK

SYNDICATE BODYSUIT WHITE/BLACK RINGER

Style #: 5000007409
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 47% wool 38% viscose 10% nylon 5%
cashmere
Description: Relaxed fit, boxy vest with V-neck. Made from a
cashmere blend yarn with soft hand feel. It features front intarsia
print, striped rib detail and Ksubi T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007268
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% nylon
Description: Oversized bomber jacket with fully lined interior
and lightweight wadding in body and sleeves. Made from a
premium light-weight nylon with dry hand feel. Features front
patch, sleeve tag, quilted lining, branded snap buttons and Ksubi
T-box embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Shoulder seam is too far
forward, will be sitting at regular shoulder seam position

Style #: 5000007352
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 93% cotton 6% elastane
Description: Fitted, sleeveless bodysuit with crew neck and
thong base. Made from a premium European cotton jersey with
dry hand feel. Features contrast rib detail at neck & armhole
openings, front embroidery and Ksubi T-box Print. Has snap
closure in crotch..

PLAYBACK BLANC

X-RATED KLASSIC SS TEE WHITE

NEW WAVE JACKET BLANC

NEW WAVE JEAN BLANC

Style #: 5000007419
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in white denim wash. Features Ksubi T-box Embroidery
and back cross embroidery in contrast grey colour.

Style #: 5000007347
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit t-shirt with crew neck and short sleeve.
Made from a premium cotton jersey in white with garment wash.
Features screen printed artwork on the front and Ksubi t-box
embroidery.

Style #: 5000007408
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Bomber shape fit jacket featuring dropped
shoulders and elasticated back waistband. Made from a
premium European rigid denim in white. Features branded tack
buttons, Ksubi T-box embroidery and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007418
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Slim 'cigarette' fit, high rise and crop length with
classic five pocket detailing. It has front panelling and split hem.
Made from a premium European rigid denim in white. Featuring
signature Ksubi branding.
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FRESHMAN SHRUNKEN VEST GREEN MULTI

FRESHMAN SHRUNKEN CARDI GREEN MULTI

Style #: 5000007367
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 30% acrylic 30% nylon 24% wool 16%
mohair
Description: Shrunken fitted vest with crew neck and cropped
length. Made from a premium merino yarn blend in a compact
knit with argyle pattern. Features contrast rib at neck opening,
sleeve opening and hem. Ksubi T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007368
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 30% acrylic 30% nylon 24% wool 16%
mohair
Description: Shrunken fitted cardigan with deep V-neck and
cropped length. Made from a premium merino yarn blend in a
compact knit with argyle pattern. Features contrast rib art neck
opening, centre front button placket, sleeve cuff and hem. It has
branded buttons and Ksubi T-box embroidery.
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FRESHMAN SHRUNKEN CARDI CHARCOAL
MULTI
Style #: 5000007369
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 30% acrylic 30% nylon 24% wool 16%
mohair
Description: Shrunken fitted cardigan with deep V-neck and
cropped length. Made from a premium merino yarn blend in a
compact knit with argyle pattern. Features contrast rib at neck
opening, centre front button placket, sleeve openings and he. It
has branded buttons and Ksubi T-box embroidery.

OVERSIZED DENIM SHIRT HAVEN
Style #: 5000007273
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Oversized fit, button through shirt with full length
shirt sleeves, patch pockets and curved hem. Made from a
premium European lightweight denim shirting in a vintage indigo
wash with caramel topstitch. Features exaggerated side split at
hem, cross dollar embroidery, cloudy resin snap buttons and
Ksubi T-box embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Wash will match
closer to UNDONE PLAYBACK HAVEN

ROLLIN OUT SHORT HAVEN

UNDONE PLAYBACK HAVEN

HI N WASTED EXPOSED HAVEN

SPRAY ON EXPOSED HAVEN

Style #: 5000007391
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Mid rise, relaxed, thigh grazing shorts with raw cut
edge that has been rolled and tacked. Customer can unroll hem
at inner leg if desired. Made from a premium rigid denim in a
vintage indigo wash with subtle contrast wear. Features light
grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007390
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium rigid denim in a
vintage indigo wash with subtle contrast wear. Features turned
down waistband, light grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross
embroidery.

Style #: 5000007370
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 65% lyocell 23% polyester 10% viscose
2% lycra
Description: Super skinny fit, high rise and ankle grazing length
with classic five pocket styling. Made from a premium powerstretch denim in a vintage indigo wash with subtle contrast wear.
Features thigh and knee decon, light grinding, Ksubi T-box
embroidery and back cross embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Wash
will match closer to UNDONE PLAYBACK HAVEN

Style #: 5000007371
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 65% lyocell 23% polyester 10% viscose
2% lycra
Description: Mid rise, skinny fit jean, ankle grazing length with
classic pocket detailing. Made from a premium power-stretch
denim in a vintage indigo wash with subtle contrast wear.
Features thigh and knee decon, light grinding, Ksubi T-box
embroidery and back cross embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Wash
will match closer to UNDONE PLAYBACK HAVEN
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1990 OG CREW GREY MARLE

1990 TRACK PANT GREY MARLE

MODEL MINI SENSE SLICED

BROOKLYN SHORT SENSE SLICED

Style #: 5000007360
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Oversized fit sweater with dropped shoulder and
long sleeve. Matching colour rib finish on Neck band, Sleeve
opening and hem. Made from a premium cotton loopback fleece
in grey marle. Features white flatlock stitch detail, Sleeve tag,
Embroidered Artwork on the sleeve and tonal Ksubi T-box
embroidery.

Style #: 5000007361
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit track pant, mid-rise with elasticated
waistband and inside adjustable drawcord. Made from a
premium cotton loopback fleece in grey marle. Features front leg
embroidery, back cross embroidery and Ksubi T-box
embroidery.

Style #: 5000007393
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: High wasted, thigh grazing mini with classic five
pocket styling. Made from a premium rigid denim in a light blue
with stone wash. Features cheeky back decon, decon on front
hem, light grinding, Ksubi T-box embroidery and back cross
embroidery.

Style #: 5000007282
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit short with mid rise and classic five
pocket styling. Made from a premium rigid denim in a light blue
with stone wash. Features thigh rips and repair stitching, light
grinding, Ksubi T-box embroidery and back cross embroidery.
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PLAYBACK SENSE

PLAYBACK SENSE SLICED

BROOKLYN JEAN SENSE

BROOKLYN JEAN SENSE SLICED

Style #: 5000007284
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium rigid denim in a light
indigo with stone wash. Features light grinding, Ksubi T-box and
back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007434
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium rigid denim in a light
blue with stone wash. Features knee and thigh rips, repair
stitching, knee decon, light grinding, Ksubi T-box embroidery and
back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007435
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium rigid denim in a light
blue with stone wash. Features light grinding, Ksubi T-box
embroidery and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000007283
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium rigid denim in a light
blue with stone wash. Features knee and thigh rips, repair
stitching, knee decon, light grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back
cross embroidery.
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EKSTASY 3M OG SS TEE VINTAGE GREY
Style #: 5000007349
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Boyfriend t-shirt fit with crew neck, short sleeve
and rat tail detail. Made from a premium cotton jersey in vintage
grey with aged washed. Features reflective print on the front and
Ksubi T-box print.
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EKSTASY TRIPLE 3M KLASSIC CREW
CHARCOAL
Style #: 5000007350
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit sweater with dropped shoulder, long
sleeves and rib details. Made in a premium 100% loopback
cotton fleece with aged wash. Features reflective print artwork on
front and Ksubi branding.

SUPER X MINI BLUSH

BROOKLYN SHORT BLUSH

Style #: 5000007420
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% bci cotton
Description: Super high waisted mini skirt with fitted silhouette.
Made from a premium European rigid denim in overdyed colour
with heavy stone wash. Features light grinding, Ksubi T-box print
and back cross embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Wash to match
BROOKLYN SHORT BLUSH

Style #: 5000007294
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Relaxed fit short with mid rise, raw cut hem on the
leg openings and classic five pocket styling. Made from a
premium European rigid denim in overdyed soft pink with heavy
stone wash. Features Ksubi T-box print and back cross
embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: T-box print colour to match
SUPER X MINI BLUSH

HAZARD BOILERDRESS BLUSH

BROOKLYN JEAN BLUSH

ARISE TANK BARBED ECRU

VOYAGER SHACKET MALLOW

Style #: 5000007296
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit boiler dress with long sleeve and mini
skirt length, utility patch pockets and detachable double D-ring
waistbelt. Made from a premium European rigid denim in
overdyed colour with heavy stone wash. Features Ksubi T-box
print and branded snap buttons. SAMPLE NOTE: Wash to match
BROOKLYN SHORT BLUSH. T-box colour to be improved to be
colour match

Style #: 5000007295
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in overdyed colour with heavy stone wash. Features Ksubi
T-box print and back cross embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Wash
to match BROOKLYN SHORT BLUSH

Style #: 5000007339
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Fitted tank with scoop neck and narrow shoulder
straps. Made from a premium European cotton blend ribbing with
smooth hand feel. Features front embroidery and Ksubi T-box
embroidery.

Style #: 5000007263
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Oversized shirt-jacket with full length sleeves and
curved hem. It has front patch pockets, snap button closure and
detachable self waist tie. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in overdyed colour with heavy stone wash. Features Ksubi
T-box embroidery and back cross embroidery.
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HAZARD SHORT BOILERSUIT MALLOW

NINE O MALLOW

BROOKLYN JEAN MALLOW

BILLIE JACKET MALLOW

Style #: 5000007429
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Relaxed fit boilersuit with long sleeve and rolled up
short, utility patch pockets and detachable double D-ring
waistbelt. Made from a premium European rigid denim in
overdyed colour with heavy stone wash. Features Ksubi T-box
print and branded snap buttons.

Style #: 5000007265
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Slim cigarette fit, high rise and crop length with
classic five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European
rigid denim in overdyed colour with heavy stone wash. Features
light grinding, Ksubi T-box Embroidery and back cross
embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Wash to match closer to
VOYAGER SHACKET MALLOW

Style #: 5000007264
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in overdyed colour with heavy stone wash. Features light
grinding, Ksubi T-box Embroidery and back cross embroidery.
SAMPLE NOTE: Wash to match closer to VOYAGER
SHACKET MALLOW

Style #: 5000007407
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 50% cotton 50% recycled cotton
Description: Oversized trucker with classic denim detailing and
cropped length. Made from a premium European rigid denim in
overdyed colour with heavy stone wash. Features light grinding,
Ksubi T-box embroidery and back cross embroidery.
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ARISE TANK GREY MARLE

ARISE SS TEE GREY MARLE

ARISE TANK DRESS GREY MARLE

OVERSIZED JACKET RAVEN

Style #: 5000007307
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Fitted tank with scoop neck and narrow shoulder
straps. Made from a premium European cotton blend ribbing with
smooth hand feel. Features tonal cross dollar embroidery and
Ksubi T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007309
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Figure hugging fitted t-shirt with crew neck and
cap sleeves. Has centre back seam with tonal flat lock cover
stitch. Made from a premium European cotton blend ribbing with
smooth hand feel. Features tonal cross dollar embroidery and
Ksubi T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007311
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Figure hugging fitted dress with scoop neck,
narrow shoulder straps and mini length. Made from a premium
European cotton blend ribbing with smooth hand feel. Features
tonal cross dollar embroidery and Ksubi T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007266
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% bci cotton
Description: Oversized fit trucker jacket with button closure,
dropped shoulders, front panel detail and pockets. Made from a
premium European rigid denim in a black stone wash. Features
tobacco colour topstitching, light grinding, Ksubi T-box
embroidery and back cross embroidery.
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MELROSE RAVEN

BROOKLYN JEAN RAVEN

BROOKLYN JEAN RAVEN SLICED

Style #: 5000007267
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% bci cotton
Description: Slim cigarette fit, high rise, classic five pocket
detailing and full length with side seam hem split. Made from a
premium European rigid denim in a black stone wash. Features
tobacco colour topstitching, light grinding, Ksubi T-box
embroidery and back cross embroidery in tobacco. SAMPLE
NOTE: T-box is missing, will be tobacco embroidery

Style #: 5000007388
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% bci cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in a black stone wash. Features tobacco colour
topstitching, light grinding, Ksubi T-box embroidery and back
cross embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: T-box will be tobacco
embroidery

Style #: 5000007436
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% bci cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European rigid
denim in a black stone wash. Features knee and thigh rips, repair
stitching, knee decon, tobacco colour topstitching, light grinding,
Ksubi T-box embroidery and back cross embroidery. SAMPLE
NOTE: T-box will be tobacco embroidery
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SYNDICATE BODYSUIT CHARCOAL/BLACK
RINGER
Style #: 5000007353
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 93% cotton 6% elastane
Description: Fitted, sleeveless bodysuit with crew neck and
thong base. Made from a premium European cotton jersey with
dry hand feel. Features contrast rib detail at neck & armhole
openings, front embroidery and Ksubi T-box print. Snap closure
in crotch.

SIGN OF THE TIMES MINI SS TEE CHARCOAL
RINGER
Style #: 5000007351
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Shrunken boxy t-shirt fit with crew neck and cap
sleeves. Made from a premium cotton jersey in overdyed colour
with aged washed. Features contrast rib detail on neck bind and
sleeve openings, Ksubi rubber print on the front and Ksubi T-box
embroidery.
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ARISE TANK DRESS BLACK

3 X 4 MINI SS TEE BLUSH

3 X 4 KLASSIC CREW BLUSH

Style #: 5000007431
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% cotton 2% elastane
Description: Figure hugging fitted dress with scoop neck,
narrow shoulder straps and mini length. Made from a premium
European cotton blend ribbing with smooth hand feel. Features
cross dollar embroidery and Ksubi T-box embroidery.

Style #: 5000007424
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Fitted mini tee with crew neck and cap sleeve.
Made in a premium 100% cotton jersey with dry hand feel and
aged wash. Featuring cross dollar embroidery in tonal colour and
Ksubi branding. SAMPLE NOTE: Colour will be as per all other 3
x 4 Blush styles.

Style #: 5000007423
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit sweater with dropped shoulder, long
sleeves and rib details. Made in a premium 100% loopback
cotton fleece with aged wash. Features cross dollar embroidery
in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.

3 X 4 OH G HOODIE BLUSH

3 X 4 TRAK BLUSH

3 X 4 TRAK SHORT BLUSH

Style #: 5000007422
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Boyfriend fit hoodie, oversized fit with dropped
shoulder and long sleeve. It has drawcords with metal cord ends
and a front pouch pocket. Made from a premium 100% cotton
loopback fleece with aged wash. Features cross dollar
embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000007426
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit short, mid rise with elasticated
waistband and inside adjustable drawcord. Made in a premium
100% cotton fleece with aged wash. Features cross dollar
embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000007425
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% cotton
Description: Relaxed fit short, mid rise with elasticated
waistband and inside adjustable drawcord. Made in a premium
100% cotton fleece with aged wash. Features cross dollar
embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.
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3 X 4 CORE

3 X 4 MINI SS TEE JET BLACK

3 X 4 CREW JET BLACK

3 X 4 OH G HOODIE JET BLACK

3 X 4 TRAK JET BLACK

Style #: 5000006410
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Fitted mini tee with crew neck and cap sleeve.
Made in a premium 100% cotton jersey with aged wash.
Featuring cross dollar embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi
branding.

Style #: 5000006407
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed fit sweater with dropped shoulder, long
sleeves and rib details.Made in a premium 100% loopback cotton
fleece with dry hand feel. Featuring cross dollar embroidery in
tonal colour and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006406
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Boyfriend hoodie look, oversized fit with dropped
shoulder and long sleeve. Featuring rat tail, drawcords with
metal cord ends and a front pouch pocket. Made in a premium
100% loopback cotton fleece with dry hand feel. Detailing cross
dollar embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006408
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed fit, mid rise with elasticated wasitband
and cuffs at ankle. Made in a premium 100% loopback cotton
fleece with dry hand feel. Featuring cross dollar embroidery in
tonal colour and Ksubi branding.
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3 X 4 TRAK SHORT JET BLACK

3 X 4 MINI SS TEE GREY MARLE

3 X 4 CREW GREY MARLE

3 X 4 OH G HOODIE GREY MARLE

Style #: 5000006409
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed fit short, mid rise with elasticated
wasitband and inside adjustable drawcord. Made in a premium
100% cotton jersey with dry hand feel. Featuring front and back
print and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006420
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Fitted mini tee with crew neck and cap sleeve.
Made in a premium 100% cotton jersey in grey marl. Featuring
cross dollar embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006411
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed fit sweater with dropped shoulder, long
sleeves and rib details.Made in a premium 100% cotton fleece in
grey marl. Detailing cross dollar embroidery in tonal colour and
Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006412
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Boyfriend hoodie look, oversized fit with dropped
shoulder and long sleeve. Featuring rat tail, drawcords with
metal cord ends and a front pouch pocket. Made in a premium
100% cotton fleece in grey marle. Detailing cross dollar
embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.
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3 X 4 TRAK GREY MARLE

3 X 4 TRAK SHORT GREY MARLE

3 X 4 MINI SS TEE LATTE

3 X 4 CREW LATTE

Style #: 5000006413
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed fit, mid rise with elasticated wasitband
and cuffs at ankle. Made in a premium 100% cotton fleece in grey
marl. Detailing cross dollar embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi
branding.

Style #: 5000006414
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed fit short, mid rise with elasticated
wasitband and inside adjustable drawcord. Made in a premium
100% cotton fleece in grey marl. Detailing cross dollar
embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006328
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Fitted mini tee with crew neck and cap sleeve.
Made in a premium !00% cotton jersey with dry hand feel and
aged wash. Featuring cross dollar embroidery in tonal colour and
Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006324
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed fit sweater with dropped shoulder, long
sleeves and rib details. Made in a premium 100% loopback
cotton fleece with aged wash. Detailing cross dollar embroidery
in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.
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3 X 4 OH G HOODIE LATTE

3 X 4 TRAK LATTE

3 X 4 TRAK SHORT LATTE

Style #: 5000006206
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Boyfriend hoodie look, oversized fit with dropped
shoulder and long sleeve. Featuring rat tail, drawcords with
metal cord ends and a front pouch pocket. Made in a premium
100% loopback cotton fleece with aged wash. Detailing cross
dollar embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006205
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed fit, mid rise with elasticated wasitband
and cuffs at ankle. Made in a premium 100% loopback cotton
fleece with aged wash. Featuring cross dollar embroidery in
tonal colour and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006327
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed fit short, mid rise with elasticated
wasitband and inside adjustable drawcord. Made in a premium
100% loopback cotton fleece with aged wash. Featuring cross
dollar embroidery in tonal colour and Ksubi branding.
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CORE

AMPLIFY LEATHER JACKET BLACK

ARISE TANK TOP BLACK

ARISE TANK TOP WHITE

PLAYBACK KARMA

Style #: 5000004726
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: Lamb leather
Description: Leather biker jacket made from 100% lamb
leather. This style is made by a premium leather manufacturer
using responsibly sourced and REALGRADE certified New
Zealand leather. Designed in a classic biker shape it features a
soft handfeel and Ksubi branded silver hardware.

Style #: 5000005180
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
Description: Fitted tank with scoop neck and narrow shoulder
straps. Made from a premium European midweight rib with
smooth, dry hand feel. Features dollar sign embroidery and
Ksubi branding

Style #: 5000005179
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
Description: Fitted tank with scoop neck and narrow shoulder
straps. Made from a premium European midweight rib with
smooth, dry hand feel. Features dollar sign embroidery and
Ksubi branding

Style #: 5000004497
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
Ksubi five pocket detailing. Made from a 100% cotton in a light
vintage stonewash.
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PLAYBACK SKREAM TRASHED

HI N WASTED TRUE VINTAGE

HI N WASTED HELL CAT

SPRAY ON TRUE VINTAGE

Style #: 5000005097
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg with high waist and classic
Ksubi five pocket detailing. Made from a 100% cotton stonewash
with a vintage tint and rips and repairs for a love worn look.

Style #: 5000004667
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 65% Lyocell, 23% Polyester, 10%
Viscose, 2% Lycra
Description: Super skinny fit, high rise and crop length with
classic Ksubi five pocket detailing. Made from a premium stretch
denim, part of our Ksubi Skins range which feels like a second
skin in an authentic vintage washed blue with subtle distresssing.
Finished with our signature Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000004560
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 69% Cotton, 20% Polyester, 9% Rayon,
2% Elastane
Description: Super skinny fit, high rise and crop length with
classic Ksubi five pocket detailing. Made from a premium black
stonewashed denim part of the Ksubi Skins range with snap back
recovery that feels like a second skin. Knee slashes and vintage
wear add a rock n roll feel.

Style #: 5000004804
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 65% Lyocell, 23% Polyester, 10%
Viscose, 2% Lycra
Description: Mid rise, skinny fit jean with classic Ksubi 5
pocket detailing. Ankle grazing cropped length. Made from a
premium stretch denim, part of our Ksubi Skins range which
feels like a second skin in an authentic vintage washed blue with
subtle distresssing. Finished with our signature Ksubi branding.
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SPRAY ON HELL CAT
Style #: 5000004544
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 82% Cotton, 16% Polyester, 2%
Elastane
Description: Mid rise, skinny fit jean with classic Ksubi 5
pocket detailing. Ankle grazing cropped length. Made from a
premium stretch denim, part of our Ksubi Skins range which
feels like a second skin in an authentic vintage washed blue with
subtle distresssing. Finished with our signature Ksubi branding.
NOTE: Hi n Wasted fit pictured. This will come in the SPRAY
ON fit - mid rise, ankle length
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CARRY OVERS

OVERSIZED JACKET KARMA

KAMILLE COAT LATTE

KAMILLE COAT BLACK

PLUS PLUS RIB TANK WHITE

Style #: 5000003501
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: The Oversized Jacket is an oversized denim
jacket made of rigid denim in a vintage blue wash. This trucker
style features a relaxed, loose fit, branded hardware and Ksubi
cross embroidery at the reverse.

Style #: 5000005819
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 60% Wool, 40% Polyester
Description: The Kamille Coat is a long line, relaxed fit coat in a
latte shade. Unlined and features internal felled seams for a luxe
finish. Made from premium wool blend. Features branded front
buttons. Signature sleeve tag. Ksubi t-box embroidered branding
on back hem .

Style #: 5000005818
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 60% Wool, 40% Polyester
Description: The Kamille Coat is a long line, relaxed fit coat in a
black shade. Unlined and features internal felled seams for a luxe
finish. Made from premium wool blend. Features branded front
buttons. Signature sleeve tag. Ksubi t-box embroidered branding
on back hem .

Style #: 5000005833
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
Description: Fitted tank with scoop neck and narrow shoulder
straps. Made from a premium European midweight rib with
smooth, dry hand feel. Features Ksubi front print and branding.
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IKON RIB TANK JET BLACK

BROOKLYN JEAN RUNAWAY

BROOKLYN JEAN SKREAM TRASHED

BROOKLYN JEAN DIABLO

Style #: 5000005834
Sizes: XS - L
Material Composition: 98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
Description: Fitted tank with scoop neck and narrow shoulder
straps. Made from a premium European midweight rib with
smooth, dry hand feel. Features Ksubi front print and branding.
SAMPLE NOTE: Top stitching will be black for bulk

Style #: 5000006424
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket detailing. Made from a premium rigid denim in a mid
blue with heavy stonewash. Features subtle distressing and
signature Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000005822
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket styling. Made from a premium rigid denim in a ligh
blue stone wash. Features knee slash, decons, repair stitching
detail and light distressing. Finished with Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000005984
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Relaxed straight leg jean with mid rise and classic
five pocket styling. Made from a premium rigid denim in a dusted
black with stone washed. Features light distressing and Ksubi
branding.
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MELROSE MUSE SPLIT

POINTER DIABLO

NINE O BLUEBELL

NINE O HELL CAT

Style #: 5000006778
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Slim cigarette fit, high rise, classic five pocket
detailing and full length with side seam hem split. Made from a
premium rigid denim in a washed out blue with heavy stone
wash. Features light grinding, Ksubi T-box print and back cross
embroidery.

Style #: 5000005566
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 99% Cotton, 1% Elastane
Description: High wasted relaxed leg which tapers at hem with
classic five pocket styling. Made from a premium comfort
stretch denim in a dusted black with stone wash. Features light
distressing and Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006893
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Slim cigarette fit, high rise and crop length with
classic five pocket detailing. Made from a premium European
rigid denim in mid-blue wash with stone wash and light contrast
wear. Features Ksubi T-box print and back cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000004902
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 99% Cotton, 1% Elastane
Description: Slim 'cigarette' fit, high rise and crop length. Made
from a premium comfort stretch black stonewashed denim with
subtle distretssing. Finished with our signature Ksubi branding.
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HI N WASTED DIABLO

SPRAY ON DIABLO

RACER SHORT TRASHED LIFTIME

RISE N HI SHORT KARNAGE

Style #: 5000005580
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 82% Cotton, 16% Polyester, 2%
Elastane
Description: Super skinny fit, high rise and and ankle grazing
length with classic five pocket styling. Made from a premium
European power stretch denim in a dusted black with stone
wash. Features raw cut hem, light distressing and Ksubi
branding.

Style #: 5000005581
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 82% Cotton, 16% Polyester, 2%
Elastane
Description: Mid rise, skinny fit jean, ankle grazing length with
classic pocket detailing. Made from a premium European power
stretch denim in a dusted black stone wash. Features raw cut
hem, light distressing and finished with Ksubi branding.

Style #: 5000006774
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: High waisted fitted short and thigh grazing cut-off
hem. Made from a premium rigid denim in mid-blue wash with
stone wash and light contrast wear. It features decons with
reversed repair patching, trashing, Ksubi T-box print and back
cross embroidery.

Style #: 5000004525
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: High waisted cut off short with raw hem and side
splits. Made from 100% cotton in a light vintage stonewash with
signature Ksubi trashing at hem. SAMPLE NOTE: pocketing
quality will be improved for bulk
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ROLLIN OUT SHORT MUSE

RAP SKIRT CLAS SICK

Style #: 5000006776
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: Mid rise, relaxed, thigh grazing shorts with rolled
hem. Made from a premium rigid denim in a washed out blue
with heavy stone wash. Features light grinding, Ksubi T-box print
and back cross embroidery. SAMPLE NOTE: Shorts will only be
rolled on the side seam not on the inseam

Style #: 1000062829
Sizes: 23 - 32
Material Composition: 100% Cotton
Description: The Rap Skirt is a classic mini skirt in a rigid
denim construction. This style features an asymmetric front with
wrap detail, five pockets, and distressing throughout.
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